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Abstract

Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV) photoionization mass spectrometry has been used to mea-
sure the evolution of chemical composition for two distinct organic aerosol types as
they are passed through a thermodenuder at different temperatures. The two or-
ganic aerosol types considered are primary lubricating oil (LO) aerosol and secondary5

aerosol from the α-pinene+O3 reaction (αP ). The evolution of the VUV mass spec-
tra for the two aerosol types with temperature are observed to differ dramatically. For
LO particles, the spectra exhibit distinct changes with temperature in which the lower
m/z peaks, corresponding to compounds with higher vapor pressures, disappear more
rapidly than the high m/z peaks. In contrast, the αP aerosol spectrum is essentially10

unchanged by temperature even though the particles experience significant mass loss
due to evaporation. The variations in the LO spectra are found to be quantitatively in
agreement with expectations from absorptive partitioning theory whereas the αP spec-
tra suggest that the evaporation of αP derived aerosol appears to not be governed
by partitioning theory. We postulate that this difference arises from the αP particles15

existing as in a glassy state instead of having the expected liquid-like behavior. To
reconcile these observations with decades of aerosol growth measurements, which
indicate that OA formation is described by equilibrium partitioning, we present a con-
ceptual model wherein the secondary OA is formed and then rapidly converted from an
absorbing form to a non-absorbing form. The results suggest that although OA growth20

may be describable by equilibrium partitioning theory, the properties of organic aerosol
once formed may differ significantly from the properties determined in the equilibrium
framework.
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1 Introduction

Atmospheric aerosol particles play an important role in the Earth’s climate system
through their ability to absorb and scatter solar radiation and influence the properties of
clouds (IPCC, 2007) and have significant negative effects on human health (e.g. Pope
et al., 2009). Aerosols are comprised of a wide variety of materials, with organic com-5

ponents commonly making up over 50% of the sub-micron aerosol mass (Zhang et al.,
2007). Despite the ubiquity of organic aerosol (OA), much remains unknown with re-
spect to formation, chemical evolution and removal mechanisms. Atmospheric models
of OA formation generally follow from absorptive partitioning theory (Pankow, 1994),
using either a two-product (Odum et al., 1996) or volatility basis-set (Donahue et al.,10

2006; Robinson et al., 2007) framework. Unfortunately, the use of these approaches
in models has typically led to either an under-estimate of ambient OA mass loadings
(e.g. Volkamer et al., 2006; Heald et al., 2005) or model OA with physical proper-
ties, such as volatility, that are inconsistent with observations (Dzepina et al., 2009).
Quantitative estimates of OA volatility for ambient aerosol suggest the presence of15

components with volatilities that are significantly lower than has been deduced from
in-chamber OA growth experiments or could likely be formed from typical gas-phase
chemical reactions (Cappa and Jimenez, 2010). These types of observations suggest
that there is a gap between our understanding of OA obtained from aerosol growth
experiments and measurements of volatility once the aerosol is formed.20

Here, we investigate the volatility and evaporation behavior of two distinct aerosol
types: lubricating oil (LO) aerosol, a proxy for primary OA, and secondary OA formed
from the reaction of α-pinene with O3 (αP SOA). Based on previous laboratory exper-
iments, it is thought that molecular components of LO and αP aerosol have similar
volatility distributions (Grieshop et al., 2009; Lane et al., 2008; Pathak et al., 2007b;25

Presto and Donahue, 2006). However, we find evidence that, during evaporation,
these two aerosol types exhibit dramatically different evaporation rates and changes
to the particle composition, as deduced from vacuum ultraviolet (VUV) aerosol mass
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spectrometry measurements. The LO aerosol exhibits behavior that is consistent with
partitioning theory, whereas the behavior of the αP aerosol is quite different and cannot
be explained via traditional partitioning theory. Our results are consistent with the SOA
particles existing in a glassy state, in line with other recent results for biogenic SOA
(Virtanen et al., 2010). To understand these results in the context of aerosol growth5

experiments, we postulate a conceptual model for SOA formation based on a modified
form of absorptive partitioning theory.

2 Methods

2.1 Vacuum Ultraviolet – Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (VUV-AMS)

Mass spectra of organic aerosol were measured using the VUV-AMS located at the10

Chemical Dynamics Beamline at the Advanced Light Source (Smith et al., 2009; Mysak
et al., 2005; Shu et al., 2006). In this VUV-AMS, particles are focused in an aerody-
namic lens and introduced into an ionization chamber held at ∼10−5 Torr, where the
particles are vaporized on a heated plate. The plate is held at a constant temperature,
fixed between 100 and 250 ◦C. As the particles impact the heated plate they vaporize to15

produce gas-phase species that are ionized by 10.5 eV photons. The resulting ions are
extracted into a time-of-flight mass spectrometer (m/∆m∼2000). Background spectra
are collected before and after each aerosol mass spectrum by closing the aerosol inlet.
Compared to a conventional electron impact-based AMS, fragmentation of the parent
compounds is significantly reduced due both to the use of VUV photons for ionization20

and the use of a lower heater temperature (see Fig. S-1 in Supplement).
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2.2 Organic aerosol generation

2.2.1 Lubricating oil aerosol

Lubricating oil (LO) aerosol was generated via homogeneous nucleation by passing
clean, dry N2 over 10W-30 motor oil heated to ∼80 ◦C. As the air cools, particles nucle-
ate with a log-normal distribution, typically with a median volume-weighted diameter,5

dp,V , between 220 nm–250 nm and a geometric standard deviation, σp, of 1.35–1.4.
The aerosol concentration was controlled by passing the particle-laden air stream
through a filter-based “diluter”. The aerosol was then passed through a glass flow-
tube with a 37 s mixing time before finally passing to the thermodenuder (described
below). The initial particle mass loading was typically around 650 µg m−3.10

2.2.2 Secondary organic aerosol

Secondary organic aerosol was produced from homogeneous nucleation of the prod-
ucts from the reaction of α-pinene and O3 (referred to as αP aerosol). α-pinene vapor
was introduced by continuously injecting a small amount of α-pinene liquid into a 1 lpm
flow of dry N2 and then sub-sampling 0.1 lpm of this flow into the reaction flowtube.15

O3 was generated by passing 1 lpm of pure O2 over an Hg pen-ray lamp and then
sub-sampling 0.05 lpm of this O3 flow into the reaction flowtube. The α-pinene and
O3 were diluted into nitrogen such that the total flow was 1 lpm with N2:O2 =9:1 and
were allowed to react in a cylindrical glass flowtube (L= 1.7 m; D = 6.35 cm), with a
total reaction time of ca. 320 s. No OH scavenger was used. Given the short residence20

time (compared to environmental chamber experiments), it was necessary to use rel-
atively high concentrations of reactants: ∼13 ppm α-pinene and 1 ppm O3. The O3
concentration was measured using an O3 monitor (2B technologies), whereas the α-
pinene concentration was estimated from the syringe pump and gas flow rates. By
using excess α-pinene, it was ensured that all of the O3 reacted in the flowtube.25

Typical initial mass loadings for αP aerosol were ca. 500 µg m−3 with dp,V =92 nm,

Np ∼1.8×106 particles cm−3 and σp =1.38.
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2.2.3 Mixed aerosol

In one experiment, αP aerosol was coated onto LO seed particles. This was done
by producing LO particles via homogeneous nucleation (with dp,N =157 nm, σp =1.38)
as above and then using these LO particles as seed particles for condensation of the
α-pinene+O3 reaction products (dp,N = 188 nm, σp = 1.42). The particle number con-5

centration did not increase significantly (by less than 5%), indicating that the majority
of the αP aerosol was internally mixed with the LO aerosol. Nucleated αP aerosol was
easily identified as a unique mode with dp,N =32 nm and contributed less than 0.2% to
the total particle mass, and thus will not influence the VUV-AMS measurements. The
mass ratio between LO and αP aerosol in the mixed particles was ca. 2:3, estimated10

assuming a density for αP aerosol of 1.3 g cm−3 and for LO aerosol of 0.88 g cm−3.
The total mass loadings were ca. 500 µg m−3.

2.3 Thermodenuder

The thermodenuder (TD) was of the same design as the TD described by Huffman et
al. (2008). The TD consisted of a variable-temperature heated section (L = 0.5 m,15

D = 2.2 cm) followed by an activated carbon denuder/cooling section (L = 0.41 m,
D = 1.9 cm). The ambient temperature flowrate through the TD was 0.6 lpm, giving
an effective plug flow residence time of ∼15 s. Measurements were made with the
temperature of the heated section ranging from ambient temperature up to 170 ◦C.
Particle composition and size measurements were made both after passing the parti-20

cles through a bypass line (at ambient temperature) or through the TD. Bypass mea-
surements were made at every TD temperature in order to account for any changes
to the original size distributions (although such changes were negligible during a
given experiment).
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2.4 Size distributions

Particle size distributions were measured using a scanning mobility particle sizer
(SMPS; TSI, Inc.) operating with an aerosol flow of 0.3 lpm and a sheath flow of
3 lpm. The lower and upper size limits in this configuration were 14.3 nm and 673 nm,
respectively.5

3 Results and discussion

Size distributions and VUV mass spectra were measured for LO, αP and mixed LO/αP
aerosol as a function of the TD temperature (TTD). The initial distributions for all aerosol
types were log-normal. As TTD increased, the particle mass loading (Cp) and dp de-
creased for each aerosol type. Using as a reference state the volume-weighted par-10

ticle diameter, dp,V , as measured from the bypass line, the volume fraction remaining
(VFR) was determined as a function of TTD (Fig. 1) based on the changes in the particle
size. For particles of constant density this is equivalent to a mass thermogram. The
decrease in VFR from 1 at a given TTD followed the order LO>LO/αP >αP aerosol
(Fig. 1). Since each of these experiments was conducted at a similar mass loading15

(Saleh et al., 2010), it is possible to conclude that the LO aerosol is somewhat more
volatile than αP aerosol, as has previously been deduced from other TD measure-
ments (Huffman et al., 2009b; An et al., 2007). For both LO and mixed LO/αP aerosol
at ambient temperature the measured VFR was found to be significantly less than 1
(VFR=0.78 and 0.9, respectively). The mixed LO/αP mass thermogram can be rep-20

resented well as a linear combination of the LO and αP mass thermograms.

3.1 VUV mass spectra as a function of TTD

The VUV mass spectra for both LO and αP aerosol contain many more “high” mass
peaks compared to the mass spectra obtained using a conventional electron impact
AMS (Fig. S1). This suggests that the VUV spectra can provide more direct information25
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as to the behavior of parent ions than does an EI spectrum. For example, for LO many
of the observed peaks are in the range m/z =250–450. This corresponds to com-
pounds with around 18–32 carbon atoms, typical of lubricating oil, thus indicating mini-
mal fragmentation upon vaporization and ionization. For αP aerosol there is significant
spectral intensity at m/z >136 (the MW of α-pinene), although fragmentation appears5

to be somewhat greater in the αP system compared to LO.
The evolution of the VUV aerosol mass spectra for LO, LO/αP and αP aerosol with

TTD is shown in Fig. 2. To facilitate visual comparison between spectra measured
at different TTD (and therefore at different mass loadings), the spectra have been area
normalized to a particular m/z or range of m/z. For the LO aerosol, clear m/z dependent10

changes in the VUV mass spectrum were observed with TTD (Fig. 2). Specifically,
the relative intensities of lower m/z (higher volatility) peaks decrease faster with TTD
than higher m/z (lower volatility) peaks, and above the normalization range (where
the intensity is constant with TTD) the intensity actually increases with TTD. This is
shown more explicitly in Fig. 3a, where the spectral intensity of every peak from 250–15

477 amu, now normalized to the absolute value from the bypass spectrum, is shown as
a function of TTD. (This is analogous to a mass thermogram determined from the SMPS
measurements and will be termed a “peak thermogram”). Furthermore, the peaks have
been binned into groups with ∆ m/z =14 to highlight the m/z dependence (Fig. 3b). The
low m/z peaks exhibit the largest decrease in intensity at ambient temperature followed20

by the fastest decay with TTD. By comparison, the highest m/z peaks exhibit minimal
loss in intensity after passing through the TD at ambient temperature with a more
gradual loss in peak intensity as a function of increasing TTD. The “bunching up” of the
lower m/z peak thermograms likely results from contributions of fragments from higher
m/z compounds. For the hydrocarbon compounds comprising LO aerosol, molecular25

weight (i.e. m/z) is a reasonable proxy for vapor pressure and thus the preferential loss
of the low m/z peaks corresponds to loss of the higher volatility components.

The variation in the VUV mass spectrum with TTD for αP aerosol is dramatically differ-
ent than that observed for LO aerosol. The αP aerosol spectrum is nearly independent
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of TTD, both for peaks above and below m/z 136 (Fig. 2). This is especially apparent
when one considers the peak thermogram for αP aerosol, where nearly every peak
exhibits the same dependence on TTD (Fig. 4a). This suggests that, although the total
particle mass decreases with increasing TTD, the chemical composition remains nearly
independent of temperature. For the αP aerosol we would not necessarily expect5

any specific MW dependence because the nature of the oxygen-containing functional
groups will play an important role in determining the volatility of a given compound.
However, just as LO aerosol is comprised of compounds with a wide distribution of
vapor pressures (Grieshop et al., 2009), aerosol yield experiments suggest that αP
aerosol is similarly composed of compounds with a distribution of vapor pressures10

(e.g. Griffin et al., 1999; Ng et al., 2006; Presto and Donahue, 2006). Thus, it is very
surprising that the VUV mass spectrum for αP aerosol is nearly insensitive to TTD,
since we would expect at least some of the peaks to correspond to compounds with
different vapor pressures and thus to evaporate at different rates. It is possible that
the peaks observed in the VUV mass spectrum are biased towards compounds with15

specific functional groups, which would complicate the interpretation. However, the ob-
served overall peak thermogram agrees well with the observed SMPS-derived mass
thermogram, which suggests that our results are not biased in any particular direction
(e.g. more vs. less volatile components, Fig. 4a). These observations indicate that, al-
though αP aerosol is comprised of many different individual compounds (e.g. Docherty20

et al., 2005; Yu et al., 1999), the overall volatility is governed by some other effective
physical parameter and not solely the properties of each individual compound. In other
words, it is as if the αP particles were comprised of a single “meta-compound.” The ex-
ception to the above is the relative behavior of the peak at m/z 58, which increases with
TTD. It is not clear why this peak behaves differently than the majority of the spectrum.25

The ambient temperature VUV mass spectrum of the mixed LO/αP particles is rea-
sonably well represented as a sum of the pure LO and αP particle spectra. The peaks
in the mass spectrum corresponding to LO and αP are well separated such that it
is possible to follow their evolution in the mixed system separately. This allows the
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evolution of the overall mass spectrum of mixed LO/αP particles with TTD to be ana-
lyzed as a linear combination of the two individual aerosol spectra. The intensity of
the LO peaks decrease relative to the αP peaks with increasing TTD such that once
TTD >70 ◦C the spectrum resembles that of pure αP particles. Also, like the pure LO
aerosol, there is a clear m/z dependence to the spectral variation with TTD in the LO5

region of the spectrum. Thus, even though the LO and αP are internally mixed (as evi-
denced by the lack of increase in particle number concentration), it appears that within
a particle the LO and αP components do not mix at a molecular level to a significant
extent. Recall that the αP aerosol was coated onto LO seed particles, and thus one
might expect that the αP material should form a shell around the LO particles as was10

previously observed for αP aerosol on dioctyl phthalate particles (Vaden et al., 2010).
However, if αP aerosol formed a shell around the LO particles then it is reasonable to
expect that the evaporation of the LO core should have been significantly impeded by
the αP coating, yet this was not observed. Instead, our results appear consistent with
the mixed LO/αP aerosol having a morphology wherein the LO and αP components15

exist as separate phases in a “side-by-side” arrangement, thus allowing the LO compo-
nents to evaporate essentially unimpeded by the αP components. This observation is
consistent with the mass thermogram for the mixed LO/αP being a linear combination
of the individual LO and αP mass thermograms.

3.2 Mass and peak thermograms: quantitative analysis20

Mass thermograms for the LO and αP multi-component aerosol particles have been
calculated using a kinetic model of aerosol evaporation in the thermodenuder (Cappa,
2010). Implicit to the model is the assumption that the particles are liquid-like, and
therefore well-mixed and describable through absorptive partitioning theory (i.e. gov-
erned by Raoult’s Law). The required inputs to the model are a volatility basis-set25

of ambient temperature saturation concentrations (C∗) with the total mass fraction
(gas+particle phase) of each component in the basis-set specified (αi ), the total OA
mass (COA), the enthalpy of vaporization (∆Hvap), molecular weight (MW), gas-phase
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diffusivity (Dg) and evaporation coefficient (γe). Here, a logarithmically spaced C∗

basis-set has been used. The initial particle phase fraction for each compound is
determined from:

ξp,i =

(
1+

C∗
i

COA

)−1

; COA =
∑
i

COA,i =
∑
i

ξp,iαiCtot. (1)

where ξp,i is the partitioning coefficient and αi is the stoichiometric yield for com-5

pound i , and Ctot is the total (gas+particle phase) concentration of all compounds
(Odum et al., 1996). For LO aerosol we have used the C∗ basis-set for diesel aerosol
(thought to be primarily composed of lubricating oil) from Grieshop et al. (2009), where
C∗ =0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000, 104 µg m−3 and αi =0.01, 0.01, 0.04, 0.21, 0.18, 0.45,
0.1. ∆Hvap values were estimated using the relationship given in Epstein et al. (2009)10

and MW values were specified using an estimated C∗/MW relationship, where log
C∗ =−0.0337 MW+11.56 (Lide, 2005). We assume that Dg =3×10 −6 m2 s−1 and use

dp = 240 nm and COA = 650 µg m−3 (the observed values) along with the actual physi-
cal dimensions of the TD (Huffman et al., 2008; Cappa, 2010). Given the uncertainties
in the volatility basis-set and ∆Hvap values, the model does a good job of reproduc-15

ing the observations for the total mass thermogram when the γe value is assumed to
be 1 or 0.1 (Fig. 3c). (The reason the γe = 1 and 0.1 cases cross-over in the calcu-
lations originates from a balance between evaporation in the heated section and the
re-condensation in the ambient temperature denuder section of the TD at the high
mass loadings used in these experiments). However, when lower values for γe are20

assumed the model/measurement agreement is poor, especially at room temperature.
This observation clearly demonstrates that the components comprising the LO aerosol
can be considered “semi-volatile.” MFR values as a function of TTD are also shown for
the individual components considered in the model (i.e. the compounds with different
C∗ values) and show generally good correspondence with the observed binned peak25

thermograms (where γe = 0.5 has been used for illustration since both γe = 1 and 0.1
yield reasonably good results; see Fig. 3d).
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To model the evaporation of αP aerosol, the low-NOx volatility basis-set from
Pathak et al. (2007b) and the ∆Hvap relationship from Epstein et al. (2009) were used;
αi = 0.001,0.012,0.037,0.088,0.099,0.25,0.8 and C∗ =0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100, 1000,
104 µg m−3. Unlike the LO aerosol, the model results for αP aerosol do not agree with
the observations in terms of the total aerosol MFR when γe > 10−3. If γe is allowed to5

drop below 10−3 then approximate model/measurement agreement can be obtained.
For reference, the mass thermograms for the individual model components are shown
in Fig. 4c for the γe = 10−4 case and predict clear distillation of molecular components
in the αP aerosol.

The determination of γe values from evaporation experiments, such as these, ex-10

plicitly requires (i) a priori knowledge of a reasonably correct volatility basis-set and
(ii) the assumption that the particles are liquid-like and therefore will exhibit volatility-
dependent distillation during evaporation. The lack of variability in the VUV mass spec-
tra of αP aerosol with TTD suggests that the second assumption may not be correct and
thus that strict interpretation of the model-measurement agreement (or lack thereof)15

solely in terms of variations in γe may not be physically justifiable. Nonetheless, it is
evident that when the LO and αP aerosol systems are modeled with the above as-
sumptions, they have effective γe values that differ substantially from each other.

3.3 SOA as a glass?

Within the framework of traditional absorptive partitioning theory (Donahue et al., 2006;20

Odum et al., 1996; Pankow, 1994), OA volatility should be describable from the phys-
ical properties and relative abundances of the individual compounds comprising the
aerosol. The results reported here for LO aerosol are consistent with this expectation.
However, the αP observations are clearly not given that the VUV mass spectrum is
essentially independent of TTD. That the αP mass spectrum does not change with TTD25

indicates that the particle composition is homogenous, which suggests that the par-
ticle is well-mixed, at least initially. Yet, the observations also indicate the aerosol
components do not evaporate according to their individual vapor pressures, which
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suggests minimal mixing, slow particle-phase diffusion and evaporation occurring in
a “layer-by-layer” manner (assuming spherical particles).

To understand this result, we explore an alternative possibility, namely that the αP
aerosol does not behave as a “sub-cooled” liquid (Marcolli et al., 2004; Cappa et al.,
2008) during evaporation, but instead as a glass, wax or amorphous solid (Zobrist et5

al., 2008; Virtanen et al., 2010). A few recent studies have indicated the potential for
and importance of glassy organic aerosol in the atmosphere (Murray, 2008; Murray
et al., 2010; Zobrist et al., 2008; Virtanen et al., 2010). While most of these studies
have been on aqueous organic glassy aerosol, as opposed to the non-aqueous system
considered here, the Virtanen et al. (2010) results are for biogenic SOA at low (∼30%)10

RH. The key characteristic of a glass compared to a liquid is that diffusion in a glass is
much slower. If particle-phase diffusion and mixing are sufficiently slow (compared to
the timescale of the experiment) then the constituent compounds would not necessarily
evaporate according to their Raoult’s Law-adjusted vapor pressures, but rather evapo-
ration would proceed in a layer-by-layer manner, without mixing to re-homogenize the15

particle and replenish the surface layer. In this case, the evaporation rate of the higher
volatility components is limited by the rate at which surface sites become available,
which in turn depends on the evaporation rate of the lower volatility components. This
would appear as if the higher volatility compounds have an apparent γe much less
than 1. Evaporation of the higher volatility compounds could leave the remaining lower20

volatility compounds at the surface to exist in a relatively high energy state (as neighbor
molecules evaporate and are not replaced), thus causing the lower volatility material
to evaporate somewhat faster than it might otherwise. The net result would be that
the overall particle evaporation dynamics would likely appear somewhere between the
highest and lowest volatility compounds, as has been observed for binary and ternary25

mixtures of solid dicarboxylic acids (C. D. Cappa, unpublished data). However, this de-
scription does not appear to apply to the αP aerosol here, because for γe values close
to 1 even the least volatile components (C∗ = 10−2 µg m−3) are calculated to evaporate
completely at temperatures lower than were observed.
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For the residence time in the thermodenuder (15 s), if the particle-phase diffusiv-
ity were of the order 10−16 m2 s−1 then mixing would have been slow compared to
the transit time through the thermodenuder. (Diffusion timescales were estimated as
td ∼ r2

p/Dp, where Dp is the particle-phase diffusion coefficient and rp is the particle
radius.) Given that diffusion coefficients are temperature dependent, we conserva-5

tively estimate the OA diffusivity at ambient temperature would have needed to be
O(10−18 m2 s−1) to prevent mixing at all TTD. For comparison, these values are similar
to that observed for amorphous water around 150–160 K (Smith and Kay, 1999). Note
also that our results suggest the persistence of glassy behavior to high temperatures
(130 ◦C), and thus a high glass transition temperature for the αP SOA.10

The LO aerosol is composed of numerous long chain hydrocarbons, which have only
a few oxygenated functional groups (if any) per molecule. On the other hand, the αP
aerosol is likely comprised of molecules having many functional groups (e.g. alcohols,
ketones, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, etc.) per molecule and oligomeric species may
also be formed (e.g. Gao et al., 2010). As such, the interactions between molecules in15

the LO aerosol will be dominated by van der Waals forces while in the αP aerosol the
intermolecular interactions will be significantly more complex, likely with an important
role for hydrogen bonding or further condensed phase reactions. We hypothesize that
in the αP particles made here, these interactions are sufficiently strong that the net
effect is to effectively retard mixing within the particle, thus giving rise to the observed20

behavior. However, this hypothesis must be reconciled with the observation that the
particles were apparently compositionally homogenous, because if they were hetero-
geneous (e.g. with a composition that gradually changes from the core to the outermost
shell) and glassy then the removal of outer layers would likely lead to an observable
change in the particle composition (cf. Fig. 5e). Together, these findings suggest that25

a transformation occurred as the particles transited from the reaction flowtube to the
thermodenuder, wherein the particles evolved from a more liquid-like state to a more
arrested (glassy) state leading to a dramatic slow-down in particle-phase diffusion.
Based on the experimental configuration, this time scale is estimated as a few minutes.
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This may be related to the timescale associated with the formation of dimers, trimers,
etc. through condensed phase or heterogeneous reactions, although there is no direct
support for this from our experiments.

3.4 Sequential partitioning model

The formation and evolution of organic aerosol has, for the past two decades, been pri-5

marily understood through absorptive partitioning theory, generally with the assumption
that partitioning occurs to the entire organic phase (or at least the entire secondary
component). However, our observations for the αP aerosol suggest that traditional
absorptive partitioning may not provide a robust description of the aerosol behavior
because the particle-phase diffusion may change over time. In a first attempt to recon-10

cile this traditional theory with our observations we postulate what we will term here a
sequential equilibrium partitioning model (S-EPM). We emphasize that this is a concep-
tual model meant to demonstrate that traditional absorptive partitioning theory is not
the only theory capable of describing aerosol growth experiments and that the S-EPM
is not a definitive physical representation of the processes occurring in the experiments15

described here. The primary feature of the S-EPM that distinguishes it from traditional
partitioning theory is that it is assumed that the aerosol is rapidly converted from an
absorbing to a non-absorbing phase that does not participate in subsequent equilib-
rium partitioning. Aerosol growth in the S-EPM is modeled in a step-wise manner
wherein the amount of material available for partitioning at every step in the simulation20

depends only on the available gas-phase material at that step since it is assumed that
the OA formed in any previous step has been converted into non-absorptive material
(i.e. glass) and is thus unavailable for partitioning. This can be thought of as allow-
ing for the sequential formation of absorptive OA “shells” on top of a non-absorptive
OA “core,” and where the shells are continuously being converted into non-absorbing25

(e.g. glassy) OA. (The concept of “core” and “shell” allows for easy visualization of
the process; however, we are not implying that the actual growth process must occur
in this particular manner). The S-EPM is therefore relevant to the above argument
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that absorbing (i.e. low viscosity) material is being converted to non-absorbing, glassy
(i.e. high viscosity) material on some timescale. Because the S-EPM assumes that this
process is occurring nearly instantaneously, the conversion process will directly influ-
ence the gas-particle partitioning behavior relative to traditional equilibrium models.

Consider a typical laboratory experiment in which a gas-phase organic compound5

is reacted with some oxidant (e.g. O3, OH, NO3). In the initial stages of the experi-
ment, some small amount of hydrocarbon reacts (∆HC) to produce a certain quantity
of lower volatility products. The relative amount of any given reaction product depends
upon the gas-phase yield of that compound. This newly produced gas-phase material
can then partition to a new particle phase, leaving behind some amount of the gas-10

phase material that depends on the vapor pressure for that compound. In the S-EPM,
it is assumed that the material that condensed to the particle phase in this step is “lost”
from the system and does not influence partitioning in the next step, i.e. is converted to
non-absorbing (non-partitioning) material (cf. Fig. 5a). In the next step, further hydro-
carbon is reacted, producing more gas-phase material. The total material available for15

partitioning in this step is then the sum of the newly formed gas-phase material from
reaction and the material from the previous step that did not condense (i.e. the residual
gas-phase material). For compounds that partition strongly to the particle phase, the
new total is effectively equal to only the material produced from gas-phase reactions
while for compounds that weakly partition to the particle phase the total is equal to20

the sum of the newly produced and residual gas-phase material. Overall, this can be
expressed as:

Crxn
g,n,i =αi ·∆HCn, (2)

Cres
g,i ,n =Ctot,i ,n−Cp,i ,n, (3)

Ctot,i ,n+1 =Crxn
g,i ,n+1+Cres

g,i ,n, (4)25

where Crxn
g,i is the gas-phase concentration produced from reaction of the parent hydro-

carbon, αi is the gas-phase yield, Cres
g,i is the residual gas-phase concentration, Ctot,i
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is the total concentration of material available for partitioning, Cp,i is the particle-phase
concentration, i indicates different components and n indicates the step. Note that the
total material available for partitioning at a given step, Ctot,i ,n, is just the gas-phase ma-
terial because we have assumed that the particle phase material from previous steps
has become non-absorbing and is therefore no longer counted in the total. At each5

step the newly formed particle phase material is then:

Cp,i ,n = ξiCtot,i ,n (5)

ξi ,n =

(
1+

C∗
i

COA,n

)
; COA,n =

∑
i

ξi ,nCtot,i ,n (6)

where C∗
i is the saturation concentration of compound i and COA,n only includes the

absorptive material. The total OA produced throughout the experiment is then:10

COA,tot =
∑
n

COA,n. (7)

The sequential absorption model has been tested to determine to what extent it is
consistent with laboratory aerosol growth experiments, which universally show that
the aerosol yield increases non-linearly with increasing COA,tot (where the aerosol
yield is defined as COA,tot/∆HCtot and ∆HCtot is the total reacted hydrocarbon, i.e. the15

sum of the ∆HCn values). Here, the S-EPM has been developed following from the
aerosol basis-set framework, wherein the compounds are represented in logarithmi-
cally spaced bins with respect to their saturation concentrations (Donahue et al., 2006).
The only adjustable parameters are the αi yield values for each component in the
basis-set since the products are assumed to be non-reactive. As a specific test-case,20

we use the aerosol yield measurements for αP aerosol determined from a number of
different studies as presented by Pathak et al. (2007a); Hoffman et al. (1998); Griffin
et al. (1999); Cocker et al. (2001); Presto et al. (2006) and Pathak et al. (2007b). A
6-product volatility basis-set, ranging from C∗ = 10−2 to 103 µg m−3, has been used
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and αi values determined by minimizing the residual between the calculated and mea-
sured aerosol yield. The S-EPM is capable of explaining the aerosol yield observations
(Fig. 5b), with a best-fit αi basis-set=0.001, 0.012, 0.045, 0.11, 0.10, 0.18. Note that
the calculated aerosol yield curves are nearly insensitive to the ∆HCn step size used,
although the calculated amount of added aerosol mass at each step (COA,n) is sensitive5

to the ∆HCn used, with smaller COA,n corresponding to smaller ∆HCn values.
The evolution of the fractional contributions of the individual components to the total

aerosol mass as a function of COA,tot provides some insights into how the particle com-
position will change. As expected, at low COA,tot the composition is dominated by the
lower volatility material and, as COA,tot increases, the contributions of the higher volatil-10

ity material increase (Fig. 5e). Comparison with the calculated total (gas+particle)
concentration of each compound relative to the saturation concentration of that com-
pound (Ri ,n =Ctot,i ,n/C∗

i ) indicates that this ratio is a primary factor driving the evolution
of the particle composition (Fig. 5d). Recalling that the definition of Ctot,i ,n excludes
the OA that has been converted to non-absorbing material, the variation of Ri ,n for the15

S-EPM is seen to be quite different than for the traditional model, in which Ri ,n contin-
uously increases as more material is produced from gas-phase oxidation of the parent
compound (Fig. 5d). The specific shape of the Ri ,n vs. COA trajectories for the S-EPM
results from a balance between production of new gas-phase material and the loss of
condensed-phase material via conversion to the non-absorbing phase. The fraction20

that will partition to the condensed-phase at any step is governed both by the individ-
ual C∗

i values and the available Ctot,i (the combination of which determines the amount
of newly formed OA; cf. Eqs. 1 and 6). As Ctot,i ,n increases for a given component,
more of that component will go to the condensed phase in a given step, and thus a
greater fraction will be “lost” via conversion to a non-absorbing phase. When the frac-25

tion of an individual component that partitions to the condensed-phase in a given step
is less than 50%, Ctot,i will build up with each step. However, once that fraction exceeds
50%, material is lost to the conversion process faster than it is formed from gas-phase
reactions, and accordingly Ri ,n begins to decrease.
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This variation in the overall particle composition with COA,tot can be used to examine
how, for example, the particle O:C ratio might change as a function of COA,tot during
growth experiments, as was measured by Shilling et al. (2009). Here, we assume that
any condensed-phase reactions that occur preserve the overall O:C, which is equiva-
lent to saying that there is no mass-loss from the particle due to any such reactions.5

However, even if the compounds were to lose their chemical identity during the con-
version process, an assumption of no mass loss means that the overall O:C can be
determined by keeping track of the variation in the individual components;

(O : C)total,n =
∑
i

(O : C)i
Cp,i ,n

COA,n
. (8)

If it is assumed that O:C for the binned components varies linearly with log C∗, with10

higher O:C corresponding to lower C∗ components, then it is possible to match the ob-
servations from Shilling et al. (2009) (Fig. 5c). The specific relationship determined
here was O:C= −0.025+ 0.11(4− logC∗), which yields values reasonably similar to
those derived by Shilling et al. (2009) using a 4-product equilibrium partitioning model.
Thus, the S-EPM is capable of explaining OA growth experiments in terms of both the15

observed mass yields and O:C values.
The results from the S-EPM can be compared to a traditional equilibrium absorption

model, in which the entire OA mass influences the partitioning at every step. For the
same αi basis-set as determined for the S-EPM the aerosol yield curve for the tradi-
tional model gives very similar results, with only a slightly higher aerosol yield for a20

given COA,tot (Fig. 5b). Thus, in the context of aerosol growth experiments these two
models do not differ significantly in terms of the derived αi basis-sets. The difference
is primarily that, in the S-EPM, incorporation of the higher volatility components is de-
layed until their abundance is larger (i.e. more of the parent hydrocarbon has reacted)
because there is only a small amount of condensed-phase material available into which25

it can partition at any given step and the actual concentration is too far below the sat-
uration concentration (Fig. 5d). This suggests that the production rate of the individual
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components from gas-phase reactions is an important controlling factor. However,
even though the S-EPM and the traditional model yield essentially the same results
(e.g. volatility basis-sets), the key feature is that there will be a real difference in the
physical outcome for the OA, as the S-EPM model allows for formation of OA in which
much of the OA mass is non-absorbing and, perhaps, glassy. Subsequent evaporation5

of the OA formed from the traditional model and the S-EPM, induced either by dilution
or heating, may therefore proceed along different paths than would be predicted using
the αi /volatility basis-sets determined from the growth experiments. In other words,
although it is possible to describe OA growth through equilibrium partitioning theory
the thus derived properties may not ultimately provide an accurate description of the10

effective thermodynamic properties of the formed OA.
One potential difficulty associated with applying the S-EPM to the interpretation of

the αP results in this study is that the S-EPM, unlike the equilibrium model, could lead
to a situation where the thus formed particles are composed of sequential layers that
have differing composition, with a greater fractional amount of higher volatility material15

in the outer layers than in the inner layers. This is a result of the “shell-by-shell” forma-
tion in the S-EPM, whereas in the equilibrium model it is assumed that the particles are
well-mixed at all times. (Although we note that there is nothing inherent to the S-EPM
that requires shell-by-shell formation, only that the absorbing material is converted to
a non-absorbing phase.) However, the observations suggest that the αP particles are20

homogeneous, yet highly viscous such that the particle composition does not change
during evaporation. As such, we reiterate that the S-EPM is not meant to provide an
exact representation of the physical processes that actually occur in our experiments,
but only to demonstrate that aerosol growth measurements can be modeled within a
conceptual framework that allows for transformation of the particles from a liquid-like25

to glassy phase on some timescale.
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3.5 Comparison with literature observations

3.5.1 Laboratory experiments

Our observations of αP aerosol evaporation indicate that the individual compounds
comprising the aerosol are not distilled from the particles according to their volatility as
they are heated. However, not all laboratory-generated OA appears to behave in this5

manner. For example, the work by Ziemann and co-workers indicates that many gas-
phase reactions lead to secondary OA in which distillation occurs while other reactions
are more consistent with the observations presented here (Docherty et al., 2005; Gong
et al., 2005; Lim and Ziemann, 2005, 2009). For example, their experiments using αP
aerosol (formed with cyclohexane, an OH radical scavenger, present) show the OA10

to have very low volatility components, similar to the observations presented here,
but, in contrast, they also observed evidence for distillation in their mass thermograms
(Docherty et al., 2005).

Kostenidou et al. (2009) measured mass spectra of αP aerosol behind a TD us-
ing an EI-AMS. Depending on the explicit conditions (high vs. low NOx, low vs. high15

RH), they found some variation in the observed mass spectrum with TTD, which sug-
gests chemical changes upon heating, inconsistent with our observations. However,
the αP aerosol in their experiments was overall significantly more volatile than in our
experiments, as evidenced by the VFR falling to 0.1 by 60–70 ◦C in their experiments
compared to around 120 ◦C in ours (for approximately the same TD residence time, but20

with an initial COA ∼5–10 times smaller in their experiments), which indicates that the
αP particles in these experiments may not be directly comparable. Our VFR vs. TTD
observations for αP aerosol are, however, consistent with results from smog-chamber
experiments by Huffman et al. (2009b) (with the same residence time and similar COA
as here). Besides the different COA, a difference between the Kostenidou et al. (2009)25

results and ours and the Huffman et al. (2009b) results is that Kostenidou et al. (2009)
used an OH scavenger. In addition to modifying the chemistry that occurs in the gas-
phase, the presence of OH radicals could lead to heterogeneous reactions that could
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modify the particle composition directly (e.g. Smith et al., 2009). However, large differ-
ences between mass thermograms measured for αP +O3 aerosol formed with/without
an OH scavenger present have not been observed (Jonsson et al., 2007), which sug-
gests that the presence/absence of an OH scavenger may not be the main reason for
the observed differences in the VFR curves. Finally, another difference is that in the5

Kostenidou et al. (2009) experiments the αP aerosol was formed over many hours in
a smog chamber whereas our αP aerosol was formed in a few minutes in a flow tube
(the Huffman et al. (2009b) αP aerosol was also formed over many hours). Certainly,
there remains an unexplained inconsistency as these different experiments all probed
αP aerosol evaporation over similar timescales within the TD.10

Shilling et al. (2009) investigated how the O:C atomic ratio of αP particles varied
with mass loading for aerosol growth experiments, finding that O:C at very low mass
loadings was larger than at high loadings. Although their experiments showed that
the composition of αP particles does vary with mass loading, Shilling et al. (2009)
determined how composition varied with increasing mass loading (i.e. as the particles15

grew) and not how composition changed once already formed particles evaporated;
thus, our experiments may not be directly comparable. Nonetheless, our VUV-AMS
measurements provide compelling evidence that under some cases OA volatility does
not follow from traditional partitioning theory. Our overall conclusion, that the αP SOA
exists as an amorphous solid while the LO aerosol is liquid-like, is consistent with20

the observations of Virtanen et al. (2010) who concluded based on measurements of
particle bounce that biogenic SOA (similar to the αP SOA here) was glassy.

3.5.2 Field observations

Comparison of our laboratory results with field observations is somewhat challenging
because of the complications introduced by the ambient OA potentially existing as an25

external mixture of different OA aerosol types. With an external mixture, it is pos-
sible that T-dependent changes to the observed total OA spectrum could be driven
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by differences in volatility between externally mixed OA types and not by chemical
changes within a specific (internally mixed) aerosol type. With this caveat in mind,
we find that our laboratory observations for αP aerosol are generally consistent with
recent ambient observations of T-dependent OA mass spectra during the FAME-2008
campaign (Hildebrandt et al., 2010), wherein statistically insignificant differences in5

the average OA mass spectrum were observed between ambient temperature and
TTD =110 ◦C or 145 ◦C. The total OA mass during FAME-2008 was dominated by highly
oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA; O:C∼0.77) with no measurable contribution from
“hydrocarbon-like” OA (HOA). In contrast, during the SOAR and MILAGRO campaigns,
variations in the campaign average O:C ratio for OA with TTD were observed (Huffman10

et al., 2009a), which could be interpreted as indicating distillation of compounds with
lower O:C (and presumably higher volatility) from the OA particles occurred. However,
we find that the variation in O:C with TTD during these two campaigns can be rea-
sonably well explained if one assumes that the various identified OA types (e.g. HOA,
OOA, etc.) have a T-independent (but unique) O:C but where the fractional contribution15

of each component varies with temperature (Appendix A). As such, the variation in O:C
with TTD during MILAGRO and SOAR may be driven by changes in the relative amount
of each aerosol type and not necessarily by changes in the chemical makeup of each
aerosol type.

The volatility of the ambient OA observed during MILAGRO as deduced from tan-20

dem TD-AMS experiments has recently been quantified under the assumption that the
OA was describable through absorptive partitioning theory (i.e. was liquid-like in na-
ture) (Cappa and Jimenez, 2010). It was demonstrated that a significant fraction of the
OA could be considered “non-volatile,” and that the ambient OA was significantly less
volatile than typical laboratory-generated SOA. However, if the ambient OA did not ac-25

tually behave as a liquid-like mixture of compounds, but instead as a glassy substance
akin to the αP particles considered here and in Virtanen et al. (2010), then the inter-
pretation in terms of partitioning theory is not physically justifiable even though the data
may be well represented. This does not necessarily mean that ambient OA volatility
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cannot be parameterized as a 1, 2...n component system within the framework of par-
titioning theory, only that the derived properties may not have a readily interpretable
physical or chemical meaning.

3.5.3 The evaporation coefficient

Above, we used a kinetic model of aerosol evaporation in a TD (Cappa, 2010) to de-5

duce that the evaporation coefficient for LO aerosol is on the order of 0.5 (0.1<γe <1).
However, it has previously been suggested based on room-temperature isothermal di-
lution experiments that the evaporation coefficient, γe, for LO aerosol is 0.001–0.01
(Grieshop et al., 2009). Our results are inconsistent with such a low value for γe for
LO aerosol. Additionally, we observed that the LO particles evaporated significantly in10

the activated carbon denuder section of the TD. Using the volatility distribution given by
Grieshop et al. (2009) for diesel aerosol, we calculate that if γe <0.01 then the VFR for
LO aerosol at ambient temperature should have remained above 0.98, which is also
inconsistent with our observations..

In a separate study using the same isothermal dilution methodology, Grishop et15

al. (2007) also determined that 0.001<γe <0.01 for αP aerosol. In this case, we simi-
larly find that the effective γe for αP aerosol is significantly less than 1, with γe = 10−4

based on the TD measurements. The reason for the very different level of agreement
between the LO and αP aerosol in our TD experiments compared to the isothermal
dilution experiments (Grieshop et al., 2007, 2009) is not clear, although could be re-20

lated to the timescales associated with evaporation vs. loss of gas-phase species to
the chamber walls (Loza et al., 2010; Matsunaga and Ziemann, 2010). We note that
if our results for the LO aerosol are correct, this calls into question the robustness of
the isothermal dilution method used by Grieshop et al. to estimate γe values in general
(Grieshop et al., 2007, 2009).25
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4 Implications

The formation and evolution of OA in the atmosphere has traditionally been described
through equilibrium partitioning theory. However, our results suggest that the ther-
modynamic properties of OA as deduced from aerosol yield experiments may not be
directly applicable to the thus formed OA. In particular, it appears that the volatility of5

SOA may be significantly lower than would be expected from the aerosol yield exper-
iments. This suggests that SOA in the atmosphere may then exhibit a significantly
lower sensitivity, or at least a significantly slower response, to dilution and changes in
temperature than expected. In the limit of considering the SOA to be completely non-
volatile at typical ambient temperatures, this would therefore allow for a much greater10

amount of SOA to be preserved downwind of strong sources because the SOA would
not evaporate upon dilution. However, at the same time our results suggest that POA
(here, in the form of LO aerosol) would be quite sensitive to dilution and thus POA
mass concentrations would decrease from evaporation upon dilution (in addition to the
influence of dilution itself).15

Volkamer et al. (2006) found that the magnitude of the discrepancy between model
and measured SOA increases with photochemical age. To the extent that photochem-
ical age is correlated with dilution, having a non-volatile (or very low volatility) SOA
would push model estimates up, thus helping to reduce the model/measurement dis-
crepancy. Consider, for example, the 2-product volatility distribution of αP aerosol as20

determined by Griffin et al. (1999), where C∗
1 =5.84 µg m−3 and C∗

2 =250 µg m−3 and
α1 = 0.038 and α2 = 0.326. If one assumes that enough α-pinene reacts to produce
10 µg m−3 of OA, dilution by a factor of 2 would cause the OA concentration to decrease
to 0.5 µg m−3, where evaporation has caused a further loss of 90% of the OA mass
(4.5 µg m−3 out of the 5 µg m−3 remaining after dilution). However, if the volatility of the25

αP were much lower, then the actual loss of OA mass from dilution would decrease
by a significant amount. Finally, the slower diffusion in a glassy particle compared to a
liquid-like particle could strongly affect the processes and timescales associated with
heterogeneous chemical reactions on SOA particles (Zahardis and Petrucci, 2007).
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Appendix A

Ambient O:C atomic ratios

The O:C values as a function of TTD during SOAR and MILAGRO have been esti-
mated using the data presented in (Huffman et al., 2009a). For simplicity, the analysis5

has been limited to considering the total OA to only be comprised of three distinct
OA types, or factors: a hydrocarbon-like OA (HOA), a low-volatility oxygenated OA
(LV-OOA) and a high-volatility oxygenated OA (HV-OOA). Other component factors
(e.g. biomass burning OA or “local” OA) were assumed to have the same properties
as HOA. The relative amounts of the HOA, LV-OOA and HV-OOA components at each10

TTD were determined from Fig. S8 in Huffman et al. (2009a). The average O:C was
then calculated by multiplying each of the relative OA contributions by the O:C for that
factor and summing:

O : Ctot(TTD)=
∑
i

fi (TTD)×O : Ci (A1)

where fi is the fractional amount of each factor at each TTD and O:Ci is the O:C for each15

factor. We assume that O:Ci for each factor is temperature independent. The difference
between the observed O:C and the calculated O:C was minimized at all temperatures
to determine an effective O:Ci for the LV-OOA and HV-OOA components, and HOA was
assumed to be 0.1 (Ng et al., 2010). This results in derived O:C values for the LV-OOA
component of 0.56 (MILAGRO) and 0.69 (SOAR) and for the HV-OOA component of20

0.45 (MILAGRO) and 0.21 (SOAR). The values deduced here for SOAR are similar to
those reported by Ng et al. (2010); 0.84 (LV-OOA) and 0.26 (HV-OOA). No comparable
values are available for MILAGRO, although the average OOA O:C was ∼0.53 (Ng et
al., 2010), consistent with our finding.
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Supplementary material related to this article is available online at:
http://www.atmos-chem-phys-discuss.net/10/28431/2010/
acpd-10-28431-2010-supplement.pdf.
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Figure 1. Mass thermograms for LO aerosol (�), αP aerosol (�) and the LO/αP mixture (�). In 

the mixed particles, the LO is observed to disappear rapidly as temperature is increased while the 

αP spectrum remains nearly unchanged. 
Fig. 1. Mass thermograms for LO aerosol (�), αP aerosol (•) and the LO/αP mixture (�). In
the mixed particles, the LO is observed to disappear rapidly as temperature is increased while
the αP spectrum remains nearly unchanged.
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Figure 2. VUV mass spectra of thermodenuded OA are shown as a function of the thermodenuder 

temperature (red). The spectrum of the particles through the bypass line is shown for reference (black). (a) 

Spectra for αP particles, normalized to the peak at m/z = 98. (b) Spectra for LO particles, normalized to 

the range m/z = 370-380. (c) Spectra for mixed LO + αP particles, normalized to the peak at m/z = 98. 

For reference, spectra for αP aerosol (blue) and LO aerosol (green) are shown individually. Note the 

break in the x-axis and also that the spectral intensity in the right graph (m/z = 260-415) has been 

multiplied by a factor of 4 relative to the left graph (m/z = 55-200). 

Fig. 2. VUV mass spectra of thermodenuded OA are shown as a function of the thermodenuder temperature (red).
The spectrum of the particles through the bypass line is shown for reference (black). (a) Spectra for αP particles,
normalized to the peak at m/z =98. (b) Spectra for LO particles, normalized to the range m/z =370−380. (c) Spectra
for mixed LO+αP particles, normalized to the peak at m/z =98. For reference, spectra for αP aerosol (blue) and LO
aerosol (green) are shown individually. Note the break in the x-axis and also that the spectral intensity in the right graph
(m/z =260−415) has been multiplied by a factor of 4 relative to the left graph (m/z =55−200).
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Fig. 3. (a) Total mass thermograms (blue) from SMPS (open squares) and VUV intensity (filled circles) measurements
and peak thermograms for every m/z from m/z =260 to 477 amu (thin lines) for LO particles. Line colors indicate the
m/z (see color scale). (b) Same as (a), but where the results from the individual peaks have been binned into narrower
mass ranges to illustrate the m/z dependence. (c) Calculated total mass thermograms for model LO aerosol for different
values of γe (green). The measured value is shown for reference (blue). (d) Calculated mass thermograms for each
model LO component (i.e. different C∗) are shown, assuming γe =0.5. Line colors correspond to the C∗ values and
range from 10−2 to 104 µg m−3. Note that the C∗ = 103 and 104 µg m−3 components are above the color scale and
shown as faded to indicate this. The gray region in panels b, c and d indicates the range over which individual m/z
peak thermograms in (a) were observed.
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Figure 4. (a) The measured individual peak thermograms over the range m/z = 42 – 230 are 

shown (see color scale) along with the average peak (blue ●) thermogram and the SMPS-derived 

mass thermogram (blue □) for αP particles. (b) Calculated mass thermograms for low-NOx αP 

aerosol are shown for different assumed γevap values (see legend). The observed total mass 

thermogram is shown for reference. (c) Calculated thermograms for the individual C
*
 

components assuming that γe = 10
-4

, indicating that distillation would still be expected. Line 

Fig. 4. Caption on next page.
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Fig. 4. (a) The measured individual peak thermograms over the range m/z =42−230 are shown
(see color scale) along with the average peak (blue •) thermogram and the SMPS-derived
mass thermogram (blue �) for αP particles. (b) Calculated mass thermograms for low-NOx
αP aerosol are shown for different assumed γevap values (see legend). The observed total
mass thermogram is shown for reference. (c) Calculated thermograms for the individual C∗

components assuming that γe = 10−4, indicating that distillation would still be expected. Line
colors correspond to component C∗ values (see color scale). The observed total mass thermo-
gram is shown for reference.
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colors correspond to component C
*
 values (see color scale). The observed total mass thermogram 

is shown for reference. 

 

Figure 5. (a) A schematic of the processes in the S-EPM. Up to down (and green to black) represents 

conversion of the previously absorbing phase into a non-absorbing (glassy) phase. Diagonal (down-to-

up/left-to-right) represents particle growth and the formation of a new absorbing phase. (b) The calculated 

aerosol yield from the sequential partitioning model is shown (solid line) along with the measurements for 

α-Pinene + O3 from Hoffman et al. (1998), Griffin et al. (1999), Cocker et al. (2001), Presto et al. (2006), 

and Pathak et al. (2007b). Results from a traditional equilibrium partitioning model using the same 

volatility basis-set as for the S-EPM are shown for comparison (dashed line). (c) The calculated O:C 

from the S-EPM (solid line) and the equilibrium (dashed line) models are shown along with the 

observations from Shilling et al. (2009). Note that the variation in O:C with C
*
 has been adjusted to give 

Fig. 5. Caption on next page.
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Fig. 5. (a) A schematic of the processes in the S-EPM. Up to down (and green to black)
represents conversion of the previously absorbing phase into a non-absorbing (glassy) phase.
Diagonal (down-to-up/left-to-right) represents particle growth and the formation of a new ab-
sorbing phase. (b) The calculated aerosol yield from the sequential partitioning model is shown
(solid line) along with the measurements for α-pinene+O3 from Hoffman et al. (1998); Griffin
et al. (1999); Cocker et al. (2001); Presto et al. (2006); and Pathak et al. (2007b). Results
from a traditional equilibrium partitioning model using the same volatility basis-set as for the
S-EPM are shown for comparison (dashed line). (c) The calculated O:C from the S-EPM (solid
line) and the equilibrium (dashed line) models are shown along with the observations from
Shilling et al. (2009). Note that the variation in O:C with C∗ has been adjusted to give good
model/measurement agreement. (d) The calculated variation in Ri ,n, i.e. the total mass con-
centration of each compound relative to its saturation concentration, as a function of COA for
both the S-EPM (solid lines) and the traditional model (dashed lines). Only material available
for partitioning is included in Ctot,i ,n. Line colors indicate components with different C∗, and are
given in the color bar. (e) The relative particle fraction of each compound as a function of COA.
Colors correspond to C∗.
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